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The Idea of Open Houses Network
Open Houses – rooms open for those who come
along.
Open Houses – not empty buildings, but places with
visible and invisible traces of history, places which
have grown and decayed over the centuries, places
which were shaped by those people who lived there
long ago as well those who left only yesterday –
places which will be shaped by those who live there
or who come as a guest.
Open Houses – rooms which want to be filled with
dreams and ideas, with meetings and exchange, by
people of different backgrounds, different cultures,
different generations and different ideas and visions.
The history of Open Houses Network dates back to the mid-1980s, when a group of young people
started to restore village churches in East Germany in voluntary work to protect them from decay. The
engagement for these buildings united people who enjoyed the freedom these activities provided and
who filled these rooms with life again in ways which by far exceed the craftsmen's work done –
through exhibitions, concerts, making music together or just sitting by the camp fire.
Meanwhile, rooms free of political and ideological pressure are no longer urgently required; however,
places have become rare where people can meet without commercial pressure, free of bureaucracy
and institutionalism, free of nepotism and the exclusion which it produces. What should be easy – to
go somewhere in order to meet people and to work together – has become difficult. The tightrope
walk between, on the one hand, public activities in a monetary and functional sense, and the retreat
into private life on the other, is very difficult, and it requires a lot of power and permanent efforts to
tackle red tape and financial restrictions.
Free spaces are less and less understood as common property, and are permanently being cut back.
The idea of public property seems to have gone out of fashion, and places of common responsible
work have become rare.
Open Houses Network tries to create and protect such spaces. In this process, we do not want to be
the doers, but be people who have a vision, who want to initiate something, but who also are aware of
depending on the co-operation of others. We understand our projects and events as offers – as offers
to create space for commitment, for changes, for meetings.
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The different types of Open Houses' projects
The different types of Open Houses' projects
Workcamps
For the last 30 years Open Houses has organised international Workcamps at historical monuments

Heritage Volunteers Projects

and buildings. The projects are mostly situated in the countryside and the places are surrounded by

In accordance to the above described focus on heritage European Heritage Volunteers, a branch of

beautiful nature. The Workcamps offer the opportunity to live together with people from different

Open Houses, organises Heritage Volunteers Projects. Heritage Volunteers Projects combine

countries in basic conditions. The volunteers will take care of the surrounding area and will carry out

practical work for the preservation or restoration of a cultural or natural heritage site with an

small renovation works.

extensive educational part that gives the theoretical background for the hands-on works and
provides deeper heritage linked knowledge. Heritage Volunteers Projects focus on traditional

Often, the mix of different cultures and the willingness to carry out volunteer work inspires the

handcraft techniques, on the revitalisation of abandoned monuments, on the restoration of historical

inhabitants of the region to a new way of working and brings a new view on their own historical

parks, on the maintenance of cultural landscapes or on other related topics.

buildings, in particular in rural regions where the historic buildings rarely receive public attention.
Some of the Heritage Volunteers Projects are organised in the framework of the World Heritage
The volunteers work six hours per day five days a week. The afternoons and evenings can be used

Volunteers initiative. The initiative was launched as a part of the UNESCO World Heritage Education

for nearby cultural attractions, games, group activities, campfires and other similar things. On the

Programme in order to mobilise and involve young people and youth organisations in heritage

weekends the volunteers have the opportunity to visit nearby places.

preservation and promotion. Since 2008 more than 200 projects at more than 100 World Heritage
Sites in more than 50 different countries worldwide have been organised, in which more than 3,500

Building Weeks

volunteers from over 70 countries have taken part. The European projects of World Heritage

In addition to the Workcamps Open Houses offers something quite different: Building Weeks. These

Volunteers are coordinated by European Heritage Volunteers.

special projects are tightly linked with the aims and idea of Open Houses: to restore and protect
public places with common responsible work.

Furthermore, European Heritage Volunteers initiates, develops, supports and mentors European

It is important for Open Houses to allow the buildings to preserve their particular spirit, history and

Heritage Volunteers Projects which are organised by heritage linked non-profit organisations in

atmosphere. Within the framework of the Building Weeks both, skilled manual workers and those

other European countries. European Heritage Volunteers also organizes specialized Training courses,

with no manual training but a certain interest in the topic, are working together to restore historical

which follow similar dynamics to Heritage Volunteers projects however are exclusively focused on the

monuments and carrying out other construction works. Participants of the Building Weeks have a

training on particular handicrafts and traditional techniques guided by expert professionals in the

bigger opportunity of gaining real experience in handcraft, restoration and other manual tasks and

field. Read more about Heritage Volunteers Projects on www.heritagevolunteers.eu.

to expand their knowledge.
Mid Term Volunteering
To make the work in the Building Weeks as productive as possible, it would be welcome if the

Open Houses offers the opportunity to participate for a longer time in volunteer projects, too. This

volunteers would already have some technical skills or experience in working on a construction

kind of volunteering enables the volunteers to get to know deeper the hosting organisation, its work

site. Although such previous experience would be and advantage thus enabling the volunteers to

and aims. In a time frame between four weeks and four months the volunteers will get the chance

share their skills and experiences it is not a mandatory condition for the participation at Building

to learn a lot about Germany, its culture, language and people.

Weeks.
From June till October Open Houses is looking for around fifteen Mid Term Volunteers. There are
Each Building Weeks project lasts for at least two weeks and the groups are small.

three different kinds of MTV projects: Social Camp Leading, Technical Camp Leading and Guest

In Building Weeks the emphasis lays on the manual work and the daily working time is six hours. On

Guiding. For the time of the Mid Term Volunteering accommodation, food and insurance are covered

the weekends the volunteers have the opportunity to visit nearby places.

by Open Houses, the volunteers receive a small pocket money. At the beginning of their service the
Mid Term Volunteers as a kind of introduction for about two weeks will take part in a Workcamp
resp. Heritage Volunteering Project as regular volunteers in order to get familiar with Open Houses
and the atmosphere of volunteer work.
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Terms of Organisation

Terms of organisation
isation
ARRIVAL DAY AND TIME

WHAT TO BRING

For Workcamps and Building Weeks Open All costs linked to the project are covered,

Workcamps and Building Weeks usually start on

Usually average temperatures in Germany during

from including food, accommodation, insurance and

Sunday or Monday, Heritage Volunteers Projects

the summer time are about 20º C to 30º C; during

participants sent by Alliance Member or transportation during the stay at the project. Travel

on Saturday or Sunday (in exceptional cases

the night it will get colder. It is possible that there

also on Mondays).

may be three weeks of non-stop sunshine, but

Open covered. Participants should organise their journey

The first mentioned day is always the arrival

every day rain is not impossible either. In

Houses charges from participants sent by to and from the project place by themselves and on

day. We ask the participants to arrive between 4

September and October it's about 8º C to 18º C.

Alliance Member or Partner Organisations 50 their

p.m. and 7 p.m. So all the volunteers can already

Passport

€ per project what is around half of the fee should bring their own pocket money.

get to know each other and can have their first

Insurance Certificates (EU-members should bring

other participants have to pay.

common dinner before the work will start at the

their European Health Insurance Card; those

following morning.

which have an individual travel insurance should

FINANCES

CHARGES
Houses'

does

not

charge

fees

costs to and from the camp place are not

Partner Organisations.
For

Heritage

Fees,

which

Volunteers

sending

Projects

organisations

are

charging from the volunteers while sending

own

expenses.

Furthermore

participants

ACCOMMODATION
In most of Open Houses' camps the volunteers will

bring the certificate)

live at the same places they also work on, what

HOW TO GET TO THE CAMP PLACE

means that they live more or less on a building

We

site. In most of the Heritage Volunteers Projects

transportation (RE or RB). Intercity trains and

the accommodation is located in a certain distance

fast trains (IC or ICE) are very expensive.

In general participants have to be at least 18 to the working site. The accommodation is usually

Additionally, there is a long distance bus

very simple; there are shared rooms with simple

system in Germany. The tickets for the busses

For Mid Term Volunteering projects the age beds or mattresses at most of the places. Shower,

can be bought in advance by internet and are

them to Open Houses' projects are not
transferred to Open Houses.
AGE
years old.

toilet and kitchen are at the place, but sometimes

minimum is 20 years.

recommend

using

only

local

sleeping bag
train

often cheaper than those for the trains.

The maximum age differs from project to not in the same building. The equipment is simple

Most of Open Houses' places are connected to

but fair. After work, when everybody wants to take

local transportation like trains and busses.

a shower, there can be a limit of hot water.

Short distances, up to five kilometres from

project between 30 and 70 years.
PARTICIPATION TERMS

the station to the camp, the volunteers should

Participants have to take part for the whole FOOD

walk.

time of the project. The working part The meals will be prepared together as they are

connection to local transportation is very bad

consists in six hours per day. Be informed, part of the community life, what means that every

and the distance is more than five kilometres,

that during all projects the work will take participant will be responsible for the meal at

we offer the opportunity to pick up the

place also on rainy and cold days and be least once during its stay. So it would be very nice

volunteers from the station.

prepared

cases

of

accident

is

places,

where

and

liability

LEISURE TIME

preparation of food from all over the world.

The camp places are mostly situated in small

all

the

villages in rural areas, so the participants should

by Open Houses. Nevertheless individual In general, the language spoken in the camps is
insurance

camp

home in order to introduce each other to the

participants from foreign countries are insured LANGUAGE
travel

other

that. if the participants could bring typical recipes from

for

INSURANCE
In

At

recommended. English. But in all camps there is also the

Participants from outside European Union are possibility

to

practice

German

with

other

work
appropriate clothes, waterproof coat
mosquito protection lotion
dictionary
typical recipes, sweets, music, instruments and
games from the participants' home country for
group activities
PLEASE NOTE
Open Houses does not provide internet access
or phone at the sites. So it will be not possible for
the participants to check emails or to make phone
calls from the project place. The next public
phones are at most of the places far away and
there are no internet cafes nearby. In the case
that participants will need access to internet or
phone

they

should

prepare

themselves

in

advance. Furthermore, washing machines are
not

available

at

the

camp

places.

not expect busy places and normal city activities
for the leisure time during the working days.
Small trips in walking distance are possible in

insured in cases of illness, too. Participants volunteers, camp leaders and the local people.

the afternoon. On the weekends it is possible to

from the European Union should bring their

organise an excursion to nearby cities or to have

European Health Insurance Card.

other leisure activities.
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stable work boots, really appropriate for practical

More detailed information will be later sent
with the infosheet.
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Heritage Volunteers Projects
Kitzingen

RENO/ENVI 19.07. - 01.08.2020 OH-H02

Heritage Volunteers Projects

Restoration of small architectural element

Kitzingen

in a historic garden

Cistercian Monastery landscape

Cistercian Monastery landscape

ACCOMMODATION:

A year later, the courtyard went into private hands and

shared bed-rooms in simple accommodation,

subsequently

basic services available,

changed

owners

several

times.

The

Brandner family acquired the Ebracher Hof in 1961. After

LOCATION: Next towns: Kitzingen (5 km),

extensive renovations, the retirement home Schloss

Region: Bavaria

Ebracher Hof was opened there and is now home to

TERMINAL:

elderly people. The garden remains open to the public.

Next railway station: Kitzingen (5 km)
Next airports: Nuremberg (NUR, 83 km)

The Ebracher Abbot John V. Dressel built the Amtshof or

Frankfurt (FRA, 138 km)

tithe house from 1618 to 1630. An impressive garden was

Stuttgart(STR 160 km)

created between 1727 and 1734 under Abbot Wilhelm

AGE: at least 18

Sölner von Ebrach. The courtyard is classified as a

FEE: 50,00 €

monument

Motivation letter related to the project

by

the Bavarian

State

Office

for

the

Preservation of Monuments. The rectangular complex

and CV + photo required

with corner towers has richly structured Renaissance

Cistercian monastery landscapes are a special kind of the historical cultural landscape. As such, they

gables and an elaborate portal. The painted stucco

are a unique expression of European identity. As defined by UNESCO and the European Landscape

decoration from the original period of its construction has

Convention, the cultural landscape is a common work of man and nature in the course of History.

been preserved in the chapel.

Cultural landscapes represent the most comprehensive examples of built heritage, as they contain
monuments, historic structures, villages, sometimes cities and natural elements that together create

The project consists of two parts – a practical working part which will last 6 hours per day and a

vast collection of relevant components spread through a territory.

study part, which takes place in the evenings and during weekends

Cistercian monastery landscapes reflect the forms and techniques of land use and settlement

The work of the volunteers will be centered on the historical garden of Ebracher Monastery. Time has

strategies employed by the Cistercian religious order, their adaptation to natural conditions and their

taken its toll on the place and a historical staircase needs urgent intervention. Work on this element

strict spiritual guidelines. The historical cultural landscape is the bearer of this history, identity and of

will be the first task, which will have the volunteers first document the baroque structure before

the vision the first Cistercians had for a place to cultivate and call home. For this reason, the local

initiating the work of deconstructing the staircase. Once it is deconstructed, the volunteers will lay a

inhabitants believe that awareness raising, appreciation and preservation are essential goals for their

new foundation and reassemble the structure. Additionally there will be some stone conservation

landscape. The rich story of the Cistercian land-works is set with the background of a magnificent

work on damaged parts.

scenery with soft rolling hills and charming little villages of lower-Franconia in northern Bavaria, very
close to world famous towns in one of the most representative regions of Germany.

The second task will be done on restoring the Tea Pavilion on the wall on the place of the former
gate. Works of conservation on the structure have been carried out in previous years, however they

In 1500 the Ebrach Monastery established a monastery office in Mainstockheim. The place was

were not completed. The task will be to finish the restoration of the outside elements by repairing the

administered by the Margraves of Ansbach , the Ebrach Abbey and the Lords of Fuchs. The joint

façade and applying paint. The interior of the small pavilion will need work on renovation of the

administration lasted until the place became a property of the government of Bavaria in the course of

historical wooden floors, applying paint to the walls and prepare clay plaster. The aim is to

the secularization process in 1806.

refurbish the tea pavilion and turn the structure into a public information point about the Cistercian
Cultural Landscape and the historical garden.
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Heritage Volunteers Projects
Krummhennersdorf
Ore canal, related mines and smelter

CONS 20.07. - 01.08.2020 OH-H03

Heritage Volunteers Projects

Construction works at

Krummhennersdorf

Mining heritage site

Ore canal, related mines and smelter

ACCOMMODATION:
The

shared bed-rooms in a Guesthouse,
all facilities available

canal,

which

is

mostly

its way through the landscape. The

LOCATION: Next towns: Freiberg (9 km),

canal is connected to the Mulde River

Region: Saxony

that is running parallel by the remains of

TERMINAL:

the boat lifts. The entire canal system

Next railway station: Freiberg

covered 11 km. To improve the transport

Next airports: Halle/Leipzig (LEJ, 105 km)

of ore from the mines to the smelter, a

Dresden (DRS, 47 km)

shipping

AGE: at least 18

1788/89

FEE: 50,00 €

enlarged

Motivation letter related to the project
and CV + photo required

Ore

nowadays silted, is still visible carving

canal

was

(Churprinzer

constructed
canal)

in

in
and

1790/92

(Christbescherunger canal). The canal
was fitted with two ore-boat lifts, which are probably among the oldest boat lifts in the world. Ore
ceased to be transported by barge in 1868, when the canal water started being used to supply a

Located in the Northern Freiberg mining district, the ore canal, its related mines Churprinz August

turbine mine water pumping system (Kunstgezeug) during the construction of the Rothschönberger

Friedrich Erbstolln and Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln, and the Halsbrücke smelting place are lined

Stolln (drainage gallery) at Lichtloch VII (air shaft).

from south to north between the former mining settlements of Halsbrücke and Kleinvoigtsberg along
the Mulde River. The section of the ore canal of the Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln mine runs
along the right bank of the Freiberger Mulde River, south-west of the tub boat lift. The Halsbrücke
smelter is located at Halsbrücke in the Freiberger Mulde valley, not far from the mining sites on the
Halsbrücker Spat. It is a component of the Freiberg Mining Landscape, to which it is connected by the
Mulde River to the Freiberg central mining district and the Gersdorf mining landscape to the north.

The project consists of two parts – a practical working part which will last six hours per day and a
study part, which takes place in the evenings and during weekends
The main focus of the project will lie on the section of the water wheel related to the waterworks of
the mining system, where urgent work is required to aid in the conservation of the remaining
constructions. The task will be to construct robust supporting structures for the arches in place, in

The ore canal and its related mines display the whole process of extraction, ore transportation and the

order to stabilize them and therefore prevent further damage due to its state and age. The works will

processing of silver ore from the 18th to the 20th century in the Freiberg northern mining district. Partly

be led by a master of carpentry who has additional education as “Restorer in Handicraft”.

built over today, both mines were originally connected to the ore canal which was been used to
transport the ore to the Halsbrücke smelter.

Additionally, the second task will revolve around the remains of the boat lifting system some 300

Three particular elements illustrate new transport technologies and aspects of state-funded mining

meters away from the first working site. This experimental system was in use on the Churprinz mining

sites in the Ore Mountains:

canal and lifted boats seven meters using a moveable hoist. The lift operated between 1758 and 1868.



The ore canal; a new transportation technique developed here in the 18th century;



The Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln mine, an model for a state-owned mine;



The Halsbrücke smelter, associated with pioneering smelting technologies.

Since it lays now partly filled up by debris and silt, the volunteers will be tasked with cleaning the
area. The bulk of the restoration work will be to repair the damaged wall, filling up with mortar the
gaps and stabilizing the structure.
9
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Heritage Volunteers Projects

CONS 02.08. - 15.08.2020 OH-H04

Heritage Volunteers Projects

Conservation of Mining Heritage

Zinnwald

World Heritage Site Erzgebirge Mining Region

Technical & Mining Heritage

Zinnwald
Technical and Mining Heritage

ACCOMMODATION:
shared rooms at a youth-hostel with basic facilities
LOCATION: Next towns: Dresden (71 km)
Region: Saxony
TERMINAL:

The facility, in addition to its stamp mill,
contains

a

concentration.

complete

system

Following

the

of

ore

end

of

operations in 1952, Wäsche IV was opened as
a museum in 1957.

Next railway and bus station: Geising (3 km)
Next airport: Dresden (DRS, 71 km)
Berlin (TXL, SXF, 260 km),
AGE: at least 18
FEE: 50,00 €
Motivation letter related to the project

The Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald mine
was exploited from the 15th century onwards,
and large mine structures are preserved
underground

documenting
th

the

mining

th

technologies of the 18 and 19 centuries.

and CV + photo required
The mine is publicly accessible and its preserved underground workings provide excellent examples of
The Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape is located close to the German-Czech border in the high

processing methods used in the 16th and subsequent centuries together with a range of structural

mountain area of the Eastern Erzgebirge, 32 km south of Dresden. It is the most easterly mining

geological and mineralogical exposures that reveal the nature of the tin deposit and the way it was

district in the Saxon Ore Mountains and the landscape is characterized by a gently sloping plain with

exploited.

occasional rolling hills and deep river valley dissections that gradually descend to the north.

The mines and structures are components of the recently inscribed World Heritage Erzgebirge Mining

Outstanding example of a multi-layered tin mining landscape that gives evidence to the extraction of

Region. This cultural landscape provides the setting for this year’s European Heritage Volunteer’s

different types of tin ore deposits pioneering water management structures, and pioneering

project, which also forms part of the World Heritage Volunteers initiative for Europe.

technologies in ore processing from the 15th century onwards.
The project consists of two parts – a practical working part which will last six hours per day and a
Altenberg contained the largest deposit of tin ore in Central Europe. The mining region is considered a

study part, which takes place in the evenings and during weekends.

pioneering place in ore processing, from the 15th to the late 20th centuries. Although mining ceased in
1991, the landscape still documents the relationship between the long lasting mining activities, the

The first task will be at the ore crushing and concentration facility, where the hammers of the wet

development of agriculture and mining settlements as well as environmental impact of mining.

stamping process developed in the Ore Mountains in the 16th century are still located. The work will
require repairing the main support structures over the hammers. The works will be led by a master

The ore crushing and concentration facility Wäsche IV is located at the head of the Tiefenbach valley,

of carpentry who has additional education as “Restorer in Handicraft”.

some 250 meters southeast of the rim of Altenberger Pinge. The technical monument is exceptional
testimony to the technology of wet stamping: pounding as opposed to grinding, with the innovation of

The second part of the works during the project will revolve around the visitor’s mine, a museum

introducing water to the ore during crushing. This process was developed in the Ore Mountains in the

dedicated to illustrating the unique mining techniques utilized during the middle ages for stone

16th century, and became the principal method applied to profitably treat high-volume/low-grade tin

cracking through fire developed in the Ore Mountains. The main task to be accomplished by the

ores of the Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape. The invention was rapidly adopted in the rich tin

participants is to help extend the underground museum to allow more space for the exhibition. The

mining fields of Cornwall, UK, where it revolutionized ore recovery and output. The method

volunteers will conceptualize the exhibition disposition and prepare the area that will accommodate

subsequently diffused worldwide and could be applied to other ores.

the demonstrative installations displaying a historical reconstruction of the process.
11
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Heritage Volunteers Projects

ENVI/CONS 15.08. - 29.08.2020 OH-H06

Heritage Volunteers Projects

Restoration and maintenance

Traditional Stone Techniques

Traditional Stone Techniques
World Heritage site Classical Weimar

World Heritage Site Classical Weimar

of historical parks and gardens
The project consist of two parts – a practical
ACCOMMODATION:
shared 6- or 8- bed-room in a hostel in the city
LOCATION: Next towns: Erfurt (20 km),

working part which will last 6 hours per day and
a study part, which takes place in the evenings
and during weekends.

Jena (20 km) Region: Thuringia
TERMINAL:
Next railway station: Weimar
Next airports: Halle/Leipzig (LEJ, 120 km)
Berlin (TXL, SXF, 275 km)
AGE: at least 18
FEE: 50,00 €.

The practical part usually consists of two
elements – a park restoration part on one hand
and a maintenance part on the other hand. Due
to a rotating system the volunteers have the
opportunity to get to know during the project
both fields.

Motivation letter related to the project
and CV + photo required
In the late 18th and early 19th centuries the small town of Weimar in Thuringia saw a remarkable
cultural flowering. Enlightened ducal patronage attracted many leading German writers, composers
and artists to the town, including Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Friedrich Schiller and Franz Liszt, thus
making Weimar the cultural centre of Europe at that time. This development is reflected in the high
quality of many of the buildings and parks in the surrounding area.
“Classical Weimar” was added to the list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites in 1998, the 20th site in
Germany to be recognised as World Heritage. “Classical Weimar” comprises twelve individual
buildings and ensembles, all of which portray tangible and intangible elements of Classical Weimar’s
cultural heritage. Weimar’s City Castle, the Duchess Anna Amalia Library, Goethe’s and Schiller’s
residences, the Town Church, the Ducal Vault with the Historic Cemetery and many others are
included on the World Heritage List.

The restoration part will take place at the so called "kitchen garden" at the Southern edge of
Belvedere Park that had been arranged in the 19th century as a combined fruit, vegetable and flower
garden. Time has had its hand on this garden, and some of its elements have been lost to nature’s
way. Nonetheless, the traces of the original designs remain, and the first task will have the volunteers
carefully uncovering and helping to restore a pathway that ran through the kitchen garden.
Additionally, the dry stone walls as the formative element of the garden are ruinous and shall be
protected against progressive decay. Since the dry stone walls are an important habitat for wild bees
and other rare insects the restoration needs to be carried out extremely carefully, the stones that have
fallen down over decades will be collected and reutilized to restore the structure following instructions
from the artisan specialist. The works will be guided by a bricklayer specialised on historic walls and
traditional techniques that will provide during the study part more theoretical knowledge in this field.
Another part of the group will carry out maintenance works mainly in the Belvedere Park, part of
the ensemble of the UNESCO World Heritage site “Classical Weimar”, thus supporting Weimar

Weimar’s historical parks and gardens connect the historical buildings and their surrounding grounds
and are a key feature in the “Classical Weimar” collection: the Park on the Ilm with the Roman House
and Goethe’s Garden House, Belvedere Park with its Castle and Orangery, Tiefurt Park and Castle and
Ettersburg Park and Castle.

Classic Foundation, the responsible site management. At the same time the volunteers will gain a
detailed knowledge about the different parks and gardens of the World Heritage site and the
challenges in managing them.
The educational part of the project will inform the volunteers about the background of the project

The European Heritage Volunteers Project “Parks and Gardens of Classical Weimar” has been taking
place since 2011. As in all years since 2012, also the 2020 project will be carried out within the
framework of the UNESCO World Heritage Volunteers Initiative. It is to this year the longest ongoing
project under the framework of the WHV Initiative that has been in function uninterruptedly.
12

provide knowledge about historical garden and park architecture, traditional gardening and other
related topics and will include lectures and guided tours about “Classical Weimar” as well as
excursions to related heritage sites. The opportunity of free entrance to museums and exhibitions will
enable in addition individual study.
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Heritage Volunteers Projects

STUDY/ ENVI 16.08. - 29.08.2020 OH-H07

Heritage Volunteers Projects

Research & Documentation

Rescue and documentation

Research & Documentation

Jewish cemeteries

Jewish cemeteries

of gravestones at Jewish cemeteries
The project consist of two parts – a practical working
ACCOMMODATION:
shared rooms with beds, warm showers, toilets
LOCATION: Next towns: Magdeburg (55 km)

part which will last 6 hours per day and a study part,
which

takes

place in

the

evenings

and

during

weekends.

Region: Saxony-Anhalt
TERMINAL:
Next railway and bus station: Halberstadt (2 km)
Next airport: Halle/Leipzig (LEJ, 121 km)
AGE: at least 18
FEE: 50,00 €
Motivation letter related to the project
and CV + photo required

Most of the gravestones at the Jewish cemeteries in
Halberstadt are endangered by efflorescence, and the
inscriptions become from year to year less readable.
The European Heritage Volunteers Project is the
continuation of a similar project that had taken place in
2018 and 2019. In 2019, the documentation of the
gravestones at the two oldest cemeteries was almost

A Jewish community in Halberstadt had existed since 13th century. Around the year 1700 the famous

complete;

royal resident of Poland and agent or the Saxon court, Berend Lehmann, established a house of

gravestones at the cemetery Nr. 3 will start.

in

2020

the

documentation

of

the

learning, the so called “Klaussynagogue”. The community was characterised by eruditeness and
developed from the middle of the 19th century on into one of the centres of the Jewish orthodoxy.

The work on the cemetery will require the vegetation around the grave stones to be removed and
the moss at the stones will be carefully eliminated in order to prevent the ongoing impairment of the

The three Jewish cemeteries in Halberstadt with in total more than 1,000 grave stones from a period

grave stones by plants. A plan locating the positioning of the gravestones will be elaborated, which

of more than 300 years sire of the clarity of past days. The inscriptions represent a value that has to

will serve as base for the detailed documentation of the grave stones at the cemetery. As it was done

be saved for upcoming generations and is still waiting to be discovered. At cemetery Nr. 1 (“Am

on the previous year the documentation will include a digital photographic part and a verbal part

Roten Strumpf”) that had been used from 1644 till ca. 1800 around 263 of originally around 2000 grave

and may be complemented at one or the other grave stone by manual drawings, to create a second

stones are preserved. At cemetery Nr. 2 (“Am Berge”) that had been used from ca. 1800 till ca. 1896

transmission as well as cautious restoring measures.

around 450 grave stones are preserved. At cemetery Nr. 3 ("Klein Quenstedter Straße“) that had been
used from ca. 1896 on around 380 grave stones are preserved. The Baroque grave stones at the oldest

Within the framework of collaboration with Technical University Braunschweig a special scan

cemetery are rich decorated and therefore very important from the art history point of view. Important

technology will be used at selected gravestones that will enable to make parts of the inscriptions

persons as Berend Lehmann are buried at this cemetery, the inscriptions provide an impression about

readable. The use of the special laser-scan technology will be particularly important at this cemetery,

200 years history of the Jewish community in Halberstadt. The two younger cemeteries offer long

because many stones were made of artificial stone and are therefore more delicate and at a higher

invariably Hebraic inscriptions of a period of 140 years – from the beginning of the Jewish orthodoxy

risk of loss.

till the end of the Jewish community in Halberstadt.
In the frame of the educational part various lectures and guided tours as well as an excursion will be
In an era of growing assimilation and acculturation when elsewhere the percentage of German

organised that the participants can gain comprehensive and detailed knowledge about the Jewish

inscriptions on Jewish gravestones was increasing, both cemeteries are representing a special feature

history in Germany and Europe, about Jewish heritage, but also about the rich history and the high

in Middle Germany. Jewish gravestones are not only materialised evidences of Jewish culture – in

valuable heritage of Halberstadt in general. In addition, the volunteers will have the opportunity to

difference to Christian gravestones they content numerous information about the deceased person

meet the participants of the "Sephardic Summer School", which is held annually in collaboration with

and are therefore often the only evidences of the disappeared Jewish culture of a town or a village.

the Institute for the History of German Jews in Hamburg, and to partake in its educational activities.
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Heritage Volunteers Projects
Reconstruction of historical Parks
World Heritage site Muskauer Park

ENVI/CONS 16.08. - 29.08.2020 OH-H08

Heritage Volunteers Projects

Reconstruction and maintenance

Reconstruction of historical Parks

of historical parks and gardens

World Heritage site Muskauer Park

ACCOMMODATION:
Shared bedrooms on mattresses at an old Manor
with all the basic facilities
LOCATION: Next towns: Erfurt (20 km),
Jena (20 km) Region: Saxony
TERMINAL:
Next railway station: Weisswasser (8 km),
Bad Muskau, Bus stop
Next airports: Berlin (TXL, SXF, 170 km)
Dresden (DRS, 110 km)
AGE: at least 18
FEE: 50,00 €.
Motivation letter related to the project
and CV + photo required

Pückler laid the foundations of integrated landscape design with
the extension of the park into the town of Bad Muskau through
green passages and urban parks. The incorporation of the
community into the overall composition, as a key component in
his planned utopian landscape, had a great impact on
contemporary town planning, particularly in the United States of
America, as illustrated by the green areas of the city of Boston,
and

on the development of the landscape architecture

profession. Pückler published his principles of landscape design
theory in “Andeutungen über Landschaftsgärtnerei” (1834).
Moreover, the training of landscape gardeners by Prince von
Pückler and his student Eduard Petzold helped create skill
standards which influenced the work of other gardeners and
planners. This training tradition has been revived in recent times

The UNESCO World Heritage site of Muskauer Park / Park Mużakowski is an extensive landscape

by the creation of the Muskauer School, as an international school for the training in garden and

initially developed between 1815 and 1844 by Prince Hermann von Pückler-Muskau on the grounds of

cultural landscape maintenance.

his estate, and continued by his student, Eduard Petzold. Set harmoniously in the river valley of the
Lusatian Neisse, the park’s integration into the local town and surrounding agricultural landscapes

The project consists of two parts – a practical working part which will last 6 hours per day and a

heralded a new approach to landscape design and contributed to the advancement of landscape

study part, which takes place in the evenings and during weekends

architecture as a discipline. The extensive site includes the river Neisse, other water features, humanmade and natural, bridges, buildings, forested areas, and paths. It is an example of a cultural

The first task of the volunteers is to help rediscover and recreate a part of the former path system in

landscape in which the site’s natural attributes have been harnessed with the utmost skill.

the "Bath Park" on the German side of the transboundary site. The task will be guided by qualified
personnel which will provide an indepth understanding of Pückler’s design and vision.

The park is of the highest aesthetic quality and its composition blends fluidly with the naturallyformed river valley. Its essence is the visual relationship between the central residence, the New

Additionally a second task involves replanting a historic flower garden in the "Mountain Park" area

Castle, and a series of topographical focal points comprising ideal vantage points laid out along

in accordance with the historic evidence available.

riverside terraces flanking the valley, each of which forms part of a masterfully fashioned network of
vistas. Pückler incorporated human-made architectural elements into this network along with natural

The educational part of the project will inform the volunteers about the background of the site

components, including the terrain’s geological features. It is distinctive with its extraordinary simplicity

management, provide knowledge about historical garden and park architecture, traditional

and expansiveness.

gardening and other related topics while also gaining knowledge in Climate Change resilience
practices in this World Heritage site.

The property encompasses the central portion of this extensive landscape composition measuring 348
ha (136.10 ha in Germany and 211.9 ha in Poland). The remaining part of the composition falls within
the surrounding buffer zone of 1,205 ha.
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Building Weeks

CONS 21.06. - 04.07.2020 OH-B02

Building Weeks

CONS 05.07. - 17.07.2020 OH-B15
Rathewalde

Lohra Castle

Youth Accommodation Houses
ACCOMMODATION:

ACCOMMODATION:

shared rooms with 2 - 5 beds in 3 guest houses,

shared rooms with 4 - 6 beds, limited warm

warm shower (limited hot water), 1 camp kitchen

shower and toilets

(cold water), coal-burning stoves

LOCATION: Next towns: Pirna (15 km),

LOCATION: Next towns: Bleicherode (6 km),

Dresden (25 km) Region: Saxony

Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)

TERMINAL:

TERMINAL:

Next bus station: Rathewalde

Next bus station: Großlohra,

Next railway station: Pirna (15 km)

Friedrichslohra/Wartehalle

Next airport: Dresden (DRS, 30 km)

Next railway stations: Gebra/Hainleite (5 km),

AGE: at least 18

Wolkramshausen (12 km). Next airports:

Motivation letter related to the project

Leipzig/Halle (LEJ, 155 km), Frankfurt/Main

and CV + photo required

(FRA, 280 km), Berlin (TXL, SXF, 300 km)
Rathewalde Youth Accommodation House is situated at the traditional health resort Rathewalde in

AGE: at least 18

Saxony. The building is located at the end of the village, directly at the border of the National Park

Motivation letter related to the project

Sächsische Schweiz (Saxon Switzerland). The mountains are famous for their typical formations of

and CV + photo required
Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in Northern Thuringia. The castle, which is
surrounded by a scenic hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of
the largest castles in Thuringia, the history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Age. The castle is
more than 1,000 years old. Today, it includes twenty buildings from different times: medieval
fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a Romanesque chapel, a manor house from
the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th and the early 20th centuries.
The ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. For years Lohra Castle was vacant. In the
1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities. Since then, a
large number of Workcamps, Building Weeks, exhibitions, concerts and other activities with
international participants took place in the castle..

sandstone with lots of small caves and overwhelming views from the tops of the mountains. The
National Park offers various possibilities of hiking and climbing tours of different levels. The house
was originally built around 1880, in the following decades it had been extended step by step. When
Open Houses overtook the responsibility for the house it was partly in a really bad condition; during
the past years countless volunteers restored and renovated the building. The house is surrounded by
a beautiful garden with old rhododendrons. From the garden there is a fascinating view into the
neighbouring valley and rock formations. This stunning landscape invites the visitors who are craving
for adventure to explore its tracks. The amazing natural sites located right at the doorstep of the
volunteers’ accommodation will certainly provide with enough material for an unforgettable summer
discovering wild Saxony.
Project Description

Project Description
Carpentry – Restoration and Conservation works on the roofs of Historical Buildings
Medieval constructions and architectural relics from this period are still standing tall overlooking the
Thuringian landscape. However some of the structures are in dire need of some restoration work,
especially the large hall with a history dating back to 1574. The volunteers will get a chance to
participate in preserving these historical structures working this year on the roofs. The works will be
led by a master of carpentry who has additional education as “Restorer in Handicraft”. Within the
framework of the educational part other historic roof constructions in the village and the region – in
the manor house itself, the village church and in the town nearby – will be studied and discussed.
18

Carpentry - Restoration of the roof of the Youth Accommodation House
The roofing of Rathewalde Youth Accommodation Houses is by now fifty years old and has been
renewed. Under the professional guidance of a carpenter the participants of the Building Week will
finish the reparation of the roof construction. Although the roofing is not a traditional one, the works
will be very interesting because the combination of the different roof constructions of the different
parts of the house dating back to different times will generate the need to find intelligent detail
solutions. Because it will be sometimes not possible that the whole group will work on the roof at the
same time the other volunteers will in these times carry out renovation works at the house.
19

Workcamps
Workcamps

RENO/ENVI 08.06. - 20.06.2020 OH-W01

Lohra Castle

CONS/ENVI 21.06. - 04.07.2020 OH-W02

shared rooms with 2 - 5 beds in 3 guest houses,

RENO/ENVI 05.07. - 18.07.2020 OH-W03

warm shower (limited hot water), 1 camp kitchen

CONS/ENVI 19.07. - 01.08.2020 OH-W04

ACCOMMODATION:

Lohra Castle

(cold water), coal-burning stoves

CONS/ENVI 02.08. - 15.08.2020 OH-W05

LOCATION:

CONS/ENVI 16.08. - 29.08.2020 OH-W06

Next towns: Bleicherode (6 km), Nordhausen (20

ENVI/RENO 30.09. - 12.09.2020 OH-W07

km), Erfurt (75 km) Region: Thuringia

ENVI/RENO 13.09. - 26.09.2020 OH-W08

TERMINAL:

ENVI/RENO 27.09. - 10.10.2019 OH-W09

Next bus station: Großlohra,

ENVI/RENO 11.10. – 23.10.2019 OH-W10

Friedrichslohra/Wartehalle
Next railway stations: Gebra/Hainleite (5 km),
Wolkramshausen (12 km). Next airports:

Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in Northern Thuringia. The castle, which is

Leipzig/Halle (LEJ, 155 km), Frankfurt/Main

surrounded by a scenic hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of

(FRA, 280 km), Berlin (TXL, SXF, 300 km)

the largest castles in Thuringia, the history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Age. The castle is

AGE: at least 18

more than 1,000 years old. Today, it includes twenty buildings from different times: medieval
fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a Romanesque chapel, a manor house from
the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th and the early 20th centuries.
The ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. For years Lohra Castle was vacant. In the
1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities. Since that time,
a large number of Workcamps, Building Weeks, exhibitions, concerts and other activities with
international participants took place in the castle.

W04
A Former agricultural building is being rebuilt into a sanitary house for campers. Therefore it was
necessary to construct a water line to this building. An excavator, with the help of past volunteers, dug
a ditch to lay the pipelines. The ditch is still open; therefore the volunteers in W04 will be required to
help carry material to seal back the dugout ditch with the guidance of the craftsmen.
W05, W06
The hilly massive around Lohra Castle is listed as National Nature Reserve. Open Houses supports

Project Descriptions
The projects of Open Houses are based on sustainable principles. Therefore the activities at Lohra
Castle combine aspects of cultural heritage preservation and aspects of natural heritage preservation.
The participants of the Workcamps carry out works in the green areas and the forests around the
castle, restoration work and collaboration in renovation works.

the Reserve since several years with volunteering activities. In a forest near the Castle the
participants will remove trees and bushes which are not corresponding with the protection aims in
order to clean the paths and make them enjoyable again. They will also will collect the wood
remaining after maintenance works, load it on a truck, unload it at the castle and split and stack it
for wintertime or for the fireplace. Besides that, the volunteers will continue the maintenance of the
green area at the castle.

W01, W03
The castle is surrounded by a vast green area and the volunteers will help in the maintenance of it,

W07, W08, W09, W10

The tasks will be mowing and collecting the grass. Additionally, the participants of the project will

Because around the outer walls of the castle trees had been grown up during the last two decades,

support the work on renovations on the Castle grounds.

actually the castle is partly not seen from the valley. So, besides taking care of green areas the
volunteers will help to cut the trees around the walls in order to expose the view to the castle and

W02

will transport the wood to the storage place as well as splitting and stacking the wood. Besides that

Near the youth accommodation houses that are part of the Lohra Castle complex there is a camping

the volunteers will take care of the nearby natural protected area, a huge meadow with old scattered

site which can be used by youth groups. In parallel to W02 there will be a Building week camp, which

fruit trees, which was for a long time out of maintenance. The participants will collect stones and

will be focused on construction and renovation works on the roofs of the historical buildings in the

branches covered under the grass to enable to mow and collect the grass and afterwards level the

Castle ensemble. The volunteers participating in W02 will be required to collaborate with their work.

ground. Additionally there will be involvement in some small renovation works.

20
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ENVI/RENO 19.07.-02.08.2019 OH-W11

Workcamps

ENVI/RENO 02.08.-14.08.2020 OH-W16

Workcamps

Ollendorf Water Castle

Rathewalde

ACCOMMODATION:

Youth Accommodation Houses

simple conditions, shared rooms

ACCOMMODATION:

with beds, warm showers and toilets

shared rooms with 4 - 6 beds,

LOCATION:

limited warm shower and toilets

Next towns: Erfurt (12 km),

TERMINAL:

Weimar (12 km) Region: Thuringia

Next railway station: Pirna (15 km)

TERMINAL:

Bus 237: Pirna – Rathewalde

Next bus station: Ollendorf.

Next airports: Dresden (DRS, 30 km)

Next railway station: Erfurt (12 km).

Leipzig / Halle (LEJ, 160 km)

Next airports: Halle/Leipzig (LEJ, 120 km),

Berlin (TXL / SXF, 240 km)

Berlin (TXL, SXF, 275 km)

AGE: at least 18

AGE: at least 18
Rathewalde Youth Accommodation House is situated at the health resort Rathewalde in Saxony. The
Ollendorf is situated between Erfurt, capital of Thuringia, and Weimar. The small village is surrounded
by a beautiful countryside. Ollendorf Water Castle was probably built in the 13 th century as a
protective fort at the “via regia”. The “via regia” was the most important medieval trading route which
ran from Flanders via Frankfurt and Leipzig to Russia. In 1692 the castle had been destroyed by a fire
and only the foundations could remain. The current manor house was built in 1694 in a simple rural

building is located directly at the border of the National Park Saxon Switzerland ( Sächsische Schweiz).
The mountains are famous for their typical formations of sandstone with lots of small caves and
overwhelming views from the mountain tops. The nature reserve offers various possibilities of hiking
and climbing tours of different levels as well as cultural events like theatre performances at the open

baroque style, replacing the former castle. Following the decline of the “via regia” in the 19 century,

air theatre called cliff stage Rathen (Felsenbühne Rathen).

the site was later used for agricultural purposes, and store houses and barns were built. During the

The Youth Accommodation House was built around 1880. During the past decades countless

last decades, due to long vacancy, the manor fell into disrepair. Since several years Open Houses is

volunteers renovated and extended the mansion. Today it attracts visitors by different styles from

th

active at the Water Castle and could save it from falling apart. Many works has been done since then,
both focusing on the restoration of the historical complex and the renaturation of the castle’s
surroundings. Due to the young people from different countries, who have lived there and have taken

sequential construction periods. The mansion is surrounded by a beautiful garden, an orchard and
large rhododendrons. From there you have a fascinating view on the famous rock formations.

part in its restoration during the last years, the castle changed into a place of creativity and openmindedness. Ollendorf is a good place to start excursions to important historical and cultural places

Project Description

like Weimar and Erfurt which are not far from the village.

The participants will carry out maintenance and gardening works on the ground like cultivating the
garden, clipping hedges, renewing and painting fences. Aside from the working tasks, the

Project Description

volunteers will be privileged to enjoy the beautiful landscape of stunning views, hiking trails and

The participants of this Workcamp will help in the conservation of the castle. Thus, the volunteers will
do some works from repairing the small wooden bridge to restore the doors and windows. Another
task will be to help in the restoration of the stone walls which are surrounding the ensemble.

natural sights right out the doorstep of their accommodation. Certainly the exploration of this famed
Saxon countryside will be the highlight of their summer this 2020.

Additionally, the participants will clear up different parts of the ensemble and take care of the green
area around by cutting grass and cleaning the ditch, which was previously part of the defensive
system around the former water fortress.
22
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Workcamps
Workcamps

CONS/ENVI 05.07.-17.07.2020 OH-W21

ENVI 20.07. - 31.07.2020 OH-W23

CONS/ENVI 16.08.-28.08.2020 OH-W22

ENVI 03.08. - 14.08.2020 OH-W24

Klein Dammerow Manor

Gantikow Manor
ACCOMMODATION:
shared rooms with beds, warm shower, toilets
LOCATION:
Next towns: Kyritz (5 km), Neuruppin (40 km)
Region: Brandenburg
TERMINAL:
Next railway station: Kyritz (5 km)
Next airports: Berlin (TXL, SXF, 100 km),
Rostock (HRO, 150 km)
AGE: at least 18

ACCOMMODATION:
common sleeping room with mattresses,
warm shower and toilets
LOCATION:
Next town: Plau am See (17 km) Lübz (17 km),
Meyenburg (16 km)
Region: Mecklenburg-West Pomerania
TERMINAL:
Next bus station:
Klein Dammerow bei Retzow
Next railway station: Parchim (20 km)

Gantikow Manor is situated 100 kilometres north of Berlin. The house is surrounded by a nice village

Next airports: Berlin (TXL, SXF, 160 km),

with a medieval church and a lake. The manor is a picturing example of a former baroque building,

Rostock (HRO, 120 km)

changed in the late 19th century in neo-baroque style.

AGE: at least 18

Over centuries, the houses belonged to the Earls von Platen, which sold it in 1872 to a civil family

Dammerow Manor is located between Berlin and the Baltic Sea and surrounded by nature reserves

which started soon, in 1877, with the modernisation of the house and kept it in their ownership till

with many fields, woods, ponds and rivers. The Manor is a very interesting brick building from 1892/93

1945. After World War II, the house was first used as a refugee shelter and after that the community

with a beautiful interior. The walls are covered with clay and painted with lime casein paint. The

used the house as a village centre, hosting the community office, the local store, the school, the

historical wooden floor planks are revealed and renovated. Most of the rooms are equipped with

kindergarten, the doctor's room, the kitchen of the agricultural cooperative and several apartments.

historical furniture, what gives the house a magnificent attraction.

With its many rooms the large building is perfect to be used as a Youth Accommodation House.

The manor house is surrounded by a huge former park with old trees. A stone-oven invites to

The house is surrounded by a beautiful park with old trees which reached originally up to the lake.

experience conventional bakery and the fireplace assures nice evenings in the nature. The sports area
with a football-ground and volleyball-net is just beside. The participants can also enjoy their leisure

Project Description

time discovering the Mecklenburg Lake District. This place is ideal for having a great summer.

The Manor is located at a scenic place a few meters away from an idyllic lake in northern
Brandenburg. This quiet location is home to a small and peaceful community which every year

Project Description

welcomes the arrival of our volunteering groups. However sometimes it can get a little noisy for the

The former park surrounding the manor house had been unused and abandoned for decades. Year by

neighbours. For this reason, this year the Workcamp will focus on laying the foundations for the

year, Open Houses brings back to life another part of the huge garden area. Also this year the

construction of a soundproof fence to alleviate the noise from the manor.

gardening and cleaning works at the historical park will be continued. The participants will mow
the lawn, cut bushes and trees and reconstruct paths. In the back part of the park that is still an

The volunteers will be enjoying their leisure time between the lake and the green areas surrounding

inaccessible wilderness they will sort out stones to use them later for walls or paths and level the

the manor, however they will also take care of the gardens by cutting grass, cleaning and trimming

ground. In addition they will replace the old, broken fence by a new one.

bushes. At Gantikow Manor stove heating is used for the cold seasons. Therefore another task for the

Beside that the volunteers will carry out small handcraft works as repair a storage house for fire

volunteers will be to cut, split and store fire wood for winter time. .

wood, paint fences and similar tasks.

24
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Workcamps

Workcamps

CONS/ENVI 16.08. - 28.08.2020 S01

Lohra Castle / Berlin
Volunteering for Heritage

Lohra Castle / Berlin
ACCOMMODATION (First Part):

Volunteering for Heritage
100 Years Anniversary of Work Camps

shared rooms with 2 - 5 beds in 3 guest houses, warm
shower (limited hot water), 1 camp kitchen (cold water),
coal-burning stoves
LOCATION: Next towns: Bleicherode (6 km),
Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
TERMINAL:
Next bus station: Großlohra,
Friedrichslohra/Wartehalle

ACCOMMODATION (Second Part):
Shared rooms with beds, warm shower, toilets
In Youth Hostal
LOCATION:
Next towns: Berlin
Region: Berlin
TERMINAL:
Next railway station: Berlin
Next airports: Berlin (TXL, SXF)

Next railway stations: Gebra/Hainleite (5 km),
Wolkramshausen (12 km).
Next airports: Leipzig/Halle (LEJ, 155 km),

WORK
Masonry – Repairing Historical Walls

Frankfurt/Main

The biggest building of Lohra Castle complex is the

(FRA, 280 km), Berlin (TXL, SXF, 300 km)

sheep shelter which consists of a small older part and

AGE: at least 18

a larger newer part which was built in 1907 by using

Motivation letter related to the project

the stones of the Romanic castle tower from the 11th

and CV + photo required

century. Under professional guidance of a Master
craftsman the volunteers will work on the masonry of

This year we join the anniversary campaign “100 years of workcamps - Peace and Solidarity for the

the historical buildings in the ensemble.

Future" with a special project which will be representative of the work camp culture of Open Houses.
Old spaces are being brought back to a new life one camp at a time. In the opinion of Open Houses,
building and maintaining what has been built brings about a unique way of understanding how people
relate to one another. This kind of manual work in the context of history and the honest simplicity in
the shared aims of that work, often provide a new perspective to those involved in it. Thus Open
Houses believes that historical monuments and old manors can and should become open spaces that

On the 25.08 – 28.08 the volunteers will travel to the second location and join the big international
anniversary event “100 years of workcamps - Peace and Solidarity for the Future" in the bustling
capital of Germany, Berlin.

There the volunteers will join other 9 work camps. This will be an

opportunity for the volunteers to share their acquired experiences by joining workshops and help in
the development of content and formats for future work camps.

allow for intercultural exchanges and serve as stages for knowledge sharing. For this reason, the topic
of this special Work will be “Volunteering for Heritage”.
The work camp will start in the setting of Lohra Castle which is situated in the heart of Germany in

There will be a lot of interest in this event, and politicians, people from the media and experts in
science, governmental administration and youth work will also be joining the discussions on the topics
and engaging with the volunteers in learning about their experiences.

Northern Thuringia. The castle is located on the edge of a nature reserve area surrounded by an idyllic
landscape of rolling hills. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the history of the castle Lohra
stretches back to the Middle Ages for more than a thousand years. Today it includes twenty buildings
from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a

The representation of this work camp will be as the only one related to the topic of Heritage
Conservation, while the remaining work camps are related to other topics such as environmental
issues, social issues and others.

Romanesque chapel, a manor house from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries
from the 19th and the early 20th centuries. The ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful
forest.
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Mid Term Volunteering

CULT

OH-G01

13.07. - 31.08.2020

CULT

OH-G02

15.08. - 07.10.2020

Mid Term Volunteering
Guest Guiding Classical Weimar

Guest Guiding Classical Weimar
Project Description

The complex of Belvedere Orangery and the associated buildings had been restored by Weimar
LOCATION: Weimar

Classic Foundation during the last years and was reopened in 2015. In the former Garden Inspector's

TERMINAL:

House a permanent exhibition prepared by European Heritage Volunteers about European Heritage

Next bus and railway station: Weimar

Volunteers Projects in Europe as well as about UNESCO World Heritage Volunteers Projects

Next airport: Leipzig / Halle (LEJ, 155 km)

worldwide is installed. The exhibition is complemented by videos presenting some of the Heritage

AGE: at least 20

Volunteers projects having taken place in Europe during the last years.

LANGUAGE: very good level of English, basics
of German, other languages are welcome

The volunteers taking part in the Guest Guiding project will be at the place from Tuesday to Friday in

Motivation letter related to the project,

the afternoons and on Saturdays and Sundays the whole days – the time when most of the visitors will

CV + photo

come. Every Monday is the free day of the volunteer, except during the European Heritage Volunteer
project. S/he should be available for the visitors of the exhibition, answering their questions

Weimar is a beautiful small city, located in the middle of Germany in the state of Thuringia. It has a

concerning European Heritage Volunteers, UNESCO World Heritage Volunteers in general and the

huge number of cultural important places; especially the Classical Period made the city, what it is

UNESCO World Heritage Volunteers project at Belvedere Park. Own contribution concerning related

now. By the late 18th century many of the leading writers and thinkers in Germany, such as Goethe,

topics as conservation, heritage management, garden architecture and similar is welcome. The

Schiller and Herder, came to Weimar and shaped the cultural life and in the same time the image of

volunteers will work in close cooperation with the Department for Castles, Gardens and Buildings of

the city. Weimar became the cultural centre of Europe at that time. Many painters, composers and

Weimar Classic Foundation.

philosophers lived in the city during the classical period. Until now you find many creative and inspired
people living in Weimar, which were attracted by the great accumulation of cultural spirit. Since 1998

From 13.07. to 17.07. the G01 volunteer will have an introduction seminar to become familiar with the

“Classical Weimar” is inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage List.

European Heritage Volunteers program as well as to get first instructions about guest guiding, in
Gantikow Manor (please have a look on the description of Gantikow Manor) From 15.08. to 29.08.,

Besides Goethe’s House, the City Church and the City Palace, especially the parks and gardens with

the UNESCO World Heritage Volunteers Project in Weimar (therefore see the description of the

their impressive landscape architecture and pretty castles are part of the UNESCO World Heritage

project H06) will take place. The G01 volunteer will be there during the first week, providing guided

During the 20th century Weimar became the birthplace of the Modern

tours for the participants. Also, during this period, the G01 volunteer will have the possibility to

Movement in architecture and aesthetics. The Bauhaus was developed by merging the Grand Ducal

transmit the knowledge about exhibition to the G02 volunteer. Thus, the G02 volunteer will be

School of Arts and Crafts and the Weimar Academy of Fine Arts. It had a profound influence upon

introduced during the first week and then start guest guiding. The G02 volunteer will be involved in

developments in art, architecture, design and typography. The “Bauhaus and its Sites in Weimar and

the activities of the European Heritage Day on September, 8th, by providing guided tours, too. Both

Dessau” are listed as UNESCO World Heritage, too. For all this historical important marks and to

volunteers will be part of the group, presenting heritage sites of its country of origin and being

spread the knowledge of the past, Weimar became in 1999 the European Capital of Culture.

involved in the social life of the group. During this period, both will be accommodated in the hostel

Site “Classical Weimar”.

with the participants of the European Heritage Volunteers Project. Pocket money: After the
Since 2012 European Heritage Volunteers Projects are taking place at the parks and gardens of the

introduction week(s) s/he gets 15 € pocket money for each real guest guiding week lasting seven days

UNESCO World Heritage Site “Classical Weimar”, as part of the World Heritage Volunteers initiative.

and 7 € for food per day and s/he will have a simple bike to get from the accommodation to the

The focus of the activities had been all the years at Belvedere Park, where the volunteers uncovered

working place (ca. 4 km). During the H06 project will be further explained, the volunteer will not

and restored historical paths which had been disappeared for decades. European Heritage Volunteers

receive the food money. The volunteer will be accommodated in a flat, with a sleeping room with bed,

coordinates the European part of the UNESCO World Heritage Volunteers Initiative as well as

simple equipped kitchen and shared bathroom. The participants of this project should be aware that

organises European Heritage Volunteers projects in Germany and initiates and coordinates European

s/he is the only volunteer at the place.

Heritage Volunteers Partner Projects all over Europe.
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Mid Term Volunteering
Camp Leading
Lohra Castle and possible other camp
places of Open Houses' 2020 programme

Mid Term Volunteering

SOCI 07.06. - 23.10.2020 OH-C01
SOCI 07.06. - min. 18.07.2020 OH-C02

Camp Leading

SOCI 12.07. - min. 29.08.2020 OH-C03

Lohra Castle and all other camp places

SOCI 16.08. - 23.10.2020 OH-C04

of Open Houses' 2020 programme

The camp leader can apply for longer than the dates
above mentioned.

It is also important that the camp leader stays in close contact to the technical leaders, who are
organising the working groups and know which work has to be done. It is helpful to support the

DURATION: Between six weeks and four months,

technical leaders by taking over the responsibility for a working group, if there are no other works

The beginning dates are fixed because of the

to be done for the camp leader. At some camps, especially in environmental camps, it can happen that

introduction course

the functions of camp and technical leaders are running more together. So it is good to be prepared

ACCOMMODATION: Depending on the camp place.

also to organise a little bit the working part.

Please have a look at the camp place descriptions.

The camp leader is also responsible for managing the deduction and finances of the camp and to

AGE: at least 20

take care of the documentation – writing down what has been done, taking pictures and leading the

LANGUAGE: very good level of English, basics of

evaluation of the camp. It is important to do this documentation with a certain care, so that the camp

German, other languages are helpful

leader which will lead the following camp will know what happened in the past and doesn't need to

WHAT TO BRING: alarm bell, calculator, purse,

look for the same information or to do the same mistake a second time.

working gloves and strong shoes, sleeping bag,
waterproof clothes

Project Description

Motivation letter related to the project, CV + photo

The camp leader has to be able to work independently as well as in a team. Since most of the

and basics of German required

camps are organised by several camp leaders (one or two and one or more technical leaders) it is
necessary to agree upon several issues in a team. All in all, leading a camp means a lot of work and

Organising and leading an international Workcamp is an interesting challenge for those who enjoy
working together with young people from all over the world, which are willing to take over a big
responsibility and who look forward to a great summer in Germany. The camp leader's role lies in
building a bridge between the participants of the Workcamp, the organisation as well as the technical
leaders who guide the practical part of the camp. S/he supports the group of volunteers from a social
and intercultural point of view. Open Houses is looking for people who are highly motivated and
responsible, open minded and which already have some experiences in handling with other
people. The main tasks are to organise the social life for all volunteers during the camp period. The
leader will welcome the volunteers and make them familiar with the camp site. S/he will prepare the
daily schedule, indicating the working and eating times including breaks and will furthermore be
responsible for organising the cleaning and cooking teams, alternating within the group. The camp
leader will buy the food for the group, having an eye on the everyday changing cooking teams with
their individual dishes. Additionally, s/he organises leisure activities after the working days and is
welcome to prepare campfires, barbecues, games or other group activities. For the weekends the
camp leader should be ready to plan little trips to bigger cities nearby or other activities. A camp
leader has rarely time for personal things during the Workcamp. S/he is always the person in charge
of everything and contact person in any questions and needs of the volunteers. This should be clear to
all applicants.
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empathy as well as a lot of fun. Open Houses gives the camp leaders the opportunity to be creative
and to take over responsibility for their own work. Of course, they will not be left alone in their role.
Before getting active as a camp leader s/he will take part in one camp as a volunteer, parallel to
the introduction as camp leader. It will be a good experience to be an “ordinary participant” for one
or two weeks and to get to know the camp leader's tasks from the participants' point of view. After
experiencing the atmosphere of the first camp and after Open Houses and the potential camp leader
have gotten to know each other better, Open Houses will decide if s/he will be able to lead camps or
not or if s/he would need an additional introduction time. During the summer season Open Houses
organises a lot of Workcamps in different places in Germany. Depending on the camp leader's
interests and abilities Open Houses and the potential camp leader will decide together where s/he
will lead camps. In general, Open Houses offers two possibilities: The volunteers can lead several
successive camps in one place (at Lohra Castle) or can lead different camps at various places. For
each camp leading of two weeks the volunteer receives a 150 € allowance. S/he does not have to pay
for food and accommodation. The camp leader will receive the pocket money after the camp, when all
the camp documents will be checked by the office staff and everything will be fine. After two or three
camps, is highly recommended that the volunteer takes a break. S/he can stay as a participant in a
project. In that case, the food, accommodation and insurance is covered but the volunteer will not
receive pocket money.
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Mid Term Volunteering

SOCI 07.06. - 23.10.2020 OH-C05
SOCI 07.06. - min. 18.07.2020 OH-C06

Support of Technical Leading

SOCI 12.07. - min. 29.08.2020 OH-C07

of Workcamps
Different camp places

SOCI 16.08. - 23.10.2020 OH-C08
The camp leader can apply for longer than the dates above

of Open Houses' 2019 programme

mentioned..
ACCOMMODATION:
Depending on the camp place.
Please, have a look in the camp place descriptions.
AGE: at least 20
LANGUAGE:
English, basic knowledge of German and other languages
are helpful
WHAT TO BRING:
working gloves and strong working shoes,
sleeping bag, waterproof clothes
Motivation letter related to the project
and CV + photo required

Organising and leading an international Workcamp is an interesting challenge for those who enjoy
working together with young people from all over the world and which are willing to take over
responsibility.
For young and older people more interested in the technical side of the works than in the
organisation of the social life Open Houses offers the possibility to support the technical leading of
Workcamps and Building Weeks in the framework of Mid Term Volunteering. This could be an
interesting task for those which have own manual experiences and interest in activities related with
the environment or for those which want to train their organisational skills.
The leading of the technical side of the Workcamps lies in the hands of one of Open Houses' technical
leaders. The volunteer who supports him can overtake a part of the technical leaders' responsibility.
Depending on the wishes, the skills and the experience of the volunteer this can be the organisation
of the schedule of the working day, the responsibility for tools and material, the leading of a smaller
group of volunteers or more special tasks.
For students of architecture, building engineering and similar fields this kind of voluntary service can
be recognized as internship for their studies. Open Houses will offer the necessary certificates. For
each camp leading of two weeks the volunteer receives a 150 € allowance. S/he does not have to pay
for food and accommodation and can take part in all cultural activities and excursions of the camps.
After two or three camps, is highly recommended that the volunteer takes a break. S/he have the right
to stay as a participant in a project. In that case, the food, accommodation and insurance is covered
but the volunteer will not receive pocket money.
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